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Welcome To Pellon Tyres & Auto Centre
OPENING HOURS

Monday – Friday: 8.30am – 5.30pm

Saturday: 8.30am – 12.30pm

FREE PHONE: 0800 731 0965






Based in Halifax, West Yorkshire, Pellon Auto Centre is family business that offers the full range of services expected from a top quality Auto Centre at excellent prices including MOTs, Exhausts, Tyres, Batteries, Servicing, Repairs and most importantly a friendly and professional service.
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Pellon Tyres and Auto Centre

We have our specialised websites where you can buy branded batteries online at low battery prices. Also, you can see our new MobilityBatteryStore for all your mobility battery needs.

Our range of batteries includes batteries for; motorbikes, Cars and Vans, Mobility Vehicles, Caravans and Leisure, Alarms and Golf Carts.
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“Pellon Tyres: The Pride of Halifax When It Comes to Tyres”

Greetings, esteemed friends and visitors of Halifax! Let’s have a discussion about tyres, which are something we all require but may not consider until we’re in a bind. And not just any tyres, but Pellon Tyres, the epitome of excellence, located in our cherished Halifax.

1. Regional Heroes of the Tyre Universe

Pellon Tyres is an institution in Halifax, not merely a commercial enterprise. They have been present in Halifax for many years, gaining the same status as a traditional beverage and a Yorkshire pudding. What distinguishes them? Simply put, they are knowledgeable in their field and will serve you like family. You are not merely a client; you are also a neighbour.

2. Service and Quality That Attest to Their Own

Regarding quality, Pellon Tyres makes no concessions. They carry tyres to fit every motorcycle, car, and van. However, and this is a stinger, it’s not just about selling tyres. Their primary objective is to ensure your satisfaction and provide you with the reassurance that your vehicle is secure while travelling.

3. An Ethos Constructed on Trust

Honesty and fairness are highly esteemed principles at Halifax, and Pellon Tyres epitomises these values precisely. Regarded as the gossip of the town, they have earned a reputation for providing honest, cordial service. They converse with you about your day, offer advice, and ensure that you are in good condition while changing your tyres.

4. Greater Than Tyres

However, there is more! Pellon Tyres does more than sell tyres. They perform maintenance, restorations, and MOTs. It is comparable to visiting a friend who is an expert on everything automobile-related. No complications, no fuss—simply outstanding service delivered with a smile.

5. Member of the Group

The fact that Pellon Tyres is an integral part of Halifax is what I adore most. They are not merely a commercial entity; they are also our neighbours and colleagues. The fact that they have welcomed generations of families through their doors is truly remarkable.

Thus, that concludes it. Pellon Tyres is a Halifax treasure and not merely a tyre retailer. We believe they will continue to ensure our safety on the roadways for many more years, just as they have for the past several. Whenever you are in need of a tyre inspection, please visit Pellon. You will not regret doing so!

Here at Pellon Auto Centre, we supply and fit tyres. We have an excellent range to suit all pockets and vehicles and we have our own specialised website where you can buy tyres at competitive prices online.  Of course, we recommend FALKEN tyres for an excellent product at a competitive price.

We also offer wheel balancing and tracking.
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Pellon Tyres and Auto Centre

Pellon Auto Centre is a Class 4 certified testing station.

You can book your MOT online now for only £39.99 with our live, real-time MOT booking system. Just select the date and time that suits you. Booking an MOT couldn’t be easier.












Sorry but we can no longer carry out Re-mapping work











Pellon Tyres and Auto Centre
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Pellon Tyres and Auto Centre- Servicing and Repairs
Services Start From £34.99






We undertake all types of servicing and repairs as well as electrical and mechanical repairs.

The work we carry out at Pellon Auto Centre includes wheel alignment, engine management diagnostic reading, air conditioning repairs and servicing and repairs, all types of brake work and of course tyres, batteries, exhausts and catalytic converters.

FREE COURTESY CARS AVAILABLE



Click For More Details








FREE BRAKE CHECK
Brake Service from £29.90














STOCKISTS OF FALKEN TYRES






CLICK HERE
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